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PUBLIC REGISTER 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Adjudication 
Adjudication 
re: ACCC proposes to allow collective administration of sound recording rights by PPCA 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

It is the belief of our members that increasingly the Australian Radio Industry is 
being forced into anti-competitive practices by the various Performing Arts 
associations; attempting to "latchn onto the momentum of current royalty decisions in 
the United States. 

This in defiance of both logical market forces and the individual rights of musicians 
to decide how their music is used. 

If a private company (other than a Record Label) wishes to advertise their products on 
radio they have to pay for a portion of the valuable conrmodity (air time) that the 
radio station provides. The company pays a fee for this and their products are 
advertised on the station. 

If however a record label provides its products for radio airplay, this is with the 
clear intention of generating sales; hence the competition by Record Labels to have 
their music broadcast. 
However, due to outdated, anti-competitive royalty structures and carefully staged 
Media pressure brought to bear by prominent artists on behalf of the Record Labels; 
Radio Stations using comercial music product are forced to pay for the privelege of 
advertising another companies products. 

There is also concern among our members, some of whom are large users of music 
directly licensed by individual artists to step outside this costly and anti- 
competitive structure; that recent moves by the PPCA could be construed as an attempt 
to put into place administration that will make it harder for artists or smaller 
labels to directly license their own music on an air-time barter agreement. 

We would like to see a clarification of the non-exclusive nature of the blanket 
licenses in the proposed collective licensing arrangements - The clear right of a 
musician or label legally representing musicians to license music use directly, 
whether it is also covered by a PPCA license for Commercial Radio or not. 

Further that in the proposed "outlining the circumstances in which it would consider 
entering into direct licensesn labels and individ-1 members be given democratic and 
reasonable latitude to barter the use of their music without Administrative 
Interference or punitive conditions of Membership imposed by the PPCA. 
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